
Parshas Shemini opens with the celebration of the completion and inaugurating of 

the Mishkan, as well as the realization that Hashem will rest his shechinah amongst 

the Jewish people. Then tragedy strikes and two of Aharon’s sons die when they 

bring an unauthorized fire to the Mishkan. Moshe calls over Mishael and Elzaphan to 

remove the bodies. He says “come close and remove your brothers…” On the word 

kirevu- come close, there is a telisha and a gershaim (for a word to have a double 

trup is very unique). The Birchas Eish describes the significance of a double trup on 

the word kirevu. Imagine how Mishael and Elzaphan were feeling, all the Kohanim 

and Levim are getting closer  to Hashem while serving in the Mishkan for the first 

time. Now, Moshe calls them over to remove the bodies, which will deem them 

Tamei and unfit to serve in the Mishkan for the next seven days. They must have felt 

very torn. Here they have this great opportunity to come close to Hashem and now 

they will miss it. However, here the Torah is hinting to us an amazing concept. Even 

when a person feels that a situation is causing him to miss out on a mitzvah he 

should know that accepting that deterrent as the will of Hashem does actually bring 

him closer. This is alluded to by using word kirevu- to come close, having a trup of 

telisha (uproot) and to be gershaim (separated). In this act of removing the corpses 

they might have felt they were being uprooted and separated from achieving 

closeness to Hashem, but we see it is not the case they actually gained closeness 

from this act. 

 

Last Week’s Question: 

 

 

 

Answer:  

 

This week’s Question:  

Which Mitzvah takes more than a 

month to fulfill? 

 

 This section is sponsored anonymously as a zechus 

for their children to grow up into Yidden that bring 

Hashem tremendous  

 

The Torah describes the different 

simanim that make an animal kosher. It 

is understood that if the animal is 

missing one of these simanim it would 

be deemed unfit for a Jew to eat. Why 

was it necessary for the Torah to 

expound for the camel, rabbit, and pig 

that they have only one siman that 

makes them kosher, yet they are still 

tamei ( 11: 4-7)? Rav Pam zt”l answers 

that we learn a lesson in how to rebuke 

from these pesukim.  When one needs 

to criticize or reprimand someone they 

shouldn’t just open with harsh words. 

Rather they should find a way to 

compliment or encourage and only then 

criticize. Rav Pam sees this lesson from 

the way the Torah first describes how 

this animal has a kosher trait and only 

then does the Torah criticize it for being 

not kosher. 
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After all the korbanos were brought on the eight day, Aharon blesses the Jewish people. What happened 

that he felt the need to bentch them now, more than any time before? A Kohen can only bless the 

people when he loves them and they love him. We know Aharon played a role in the golden calf and it is 

possible that he felt anger towards the Jewish for forcing him to be part of it. Also the Jewish people 

might have been angry at Aharon for taking part in the golden calf. Now, that the mishkan was finished, 

the korbanos were brought, and Hashem forgave the Jewish people. The shechinah is residing amongst 

them, there was a love that enveloped all the people. Now was a perfect time to bentch the people. In 

order to bless someone with your whole heart you must have a good feeling towards that person. 

When the Torah talks about Kosher and non-Kosher animals, it gives simanim to determine the kashrus status of the animal. However, when 

discussing birds, the Torah just list which birds are kosher and which are not. One of the birds that are not kosher is the chasida bird.  Rashi, 

from Chazal, explains that the bird got this name due to the fact that it does much kindness with its family of birds. If this bird has such a 

good nature, why is it not kosher? Like all other kosher animals they share the trait of being peaceful creatures?  

The answer is that because the kindness it does is limited to its own family. Obviously the bird does not choose to be this way. The message 

to us is that if one is only concerned with his own family there is something not kosher about that. I am sure you have heard this vort many 

times. However something always bothered me about the message.  We know the saying that chesed starts in the home, and we also know 

there is an order of precedence when it comes to tzedaka. Family is at the top of the list. We see, then, that chesed at home is very 

important. Then why is it being viewed negatively here? It must be that this message of the chasida bird is coming to teach us that the 

chesed must extend outside of the house as well. 

Approved! 

“Aharon raised his hands towards the people and blessed them” (9, 22). Rashi explains that the blessing he gave was 

‘y’evarececha, yaer, yisa’. This is quite obvious, why does Rashi need to tell us Birchas Kohnim? R’ Tzvi Pesach Frank 

says, that Rashi is telling us that, at this time, the text of Birchas Kohnim was not yet formulated. Aharon right now 

composed the bracha.  Hashem approved of the wording of his bracha and commanded that this should be the bracha 

given to Bnei Yisroel. Harav Mordechai Kamenetzky Shilt”a adds that may be the pshat in the Posuk V’samu es shim .. 

V’ani Avarecheim, Put my name on them and I will bless them.  The Medrash on that pasuk says, you say the beracha 

and I will affirm it. 

First Ahron made the Beracha and then HaKadosh Boruch Hu, blessed them with the very beracha that Aharon 

created! 
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